
FITNESS CLASS TIMETABLE - "BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL"
Bookings are essential - contact Mark Richardson

Mobile: 0410 593 337

Email 1: mrichardson@emmaunel.qld.edu.au

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

5:30am

6:00am Core-Fit (coming soon) Core-Fit (coming soon) Core-Fit (coming soon) Core-Fit (coming soon)

6:30am

7:00am Core-Fit (NEW) Core-Fit (coming soon) Core-Fit (NEW) Core-Fit (coming soon) Stretch-Fit 1HR

7:30am

8am

8:30am Pilates-Fit 45MINS Pilates-Fit 45MINS

9am

9:30am

1:30pm

2:00pm Pilates-Fit 45MINS Life-Fit 45 MINS Pilates-Fit 45MINS Life-Fit 45 MINS

2:30pm

3:10pm

5:00pm - 5:30pm Pilates-Fit 30MINS Pilates-Fit 30MINS

This is the REAL DEAL!  Passed down from Joseph Pilates himself, you will not find a more pure form.

Pilates-Fit is a challenging WORKOUT:  If your previous exerience with pilates was a few arm and

leg movements then you are in for a new revelation!  Be prepared for CONCENTRATION, FLOW, CONTROL,

PRECISION, CENTERING and BREATHING control.  Expect an excellent fitness workout, a superb focus on

your abs and core, and a fantastic tning and flexibility session!

If your life NEEDS a 2-IN-1 calorie burning, trimming down and toning up fitness session, then this is for you! 

Life-Fit takes two of the most important fitness components, 'Cardio-Respiratory' and 'Strength' conditioning,

and professionally programs them together specifically for YOU!  Be prepared for intense interval style

cardio, and a full body strength workout!  Expect traditional cardio exercises like treadmill, spinbike,

boxing, shuttle runs, rower, skipping; and traditional strength exercises for upper, lower & body and your core!!

Stretch  the tension out of your body after a full week!  Some people describe the Stretch-Fit as 'the

closest thing you can get to a good massage!'.  Stretch Class systematically goes through every major

muscle group in your body, from the top of your head to the tips of your toes! Be prepared for a session

that requires total mind and body focus!  Expect balance and stretch therapy that keeps your body and

mind in tune and that leaves you feeling rejuvenated!

FIGHT- FIT uses Tabata - a specific high intensity interval training system, proven to improve fitness and health AND,  

absolutely shred calories!  However, beware.  This workout is not for the faint hearted.  We alternate between 

cardio and body strength exercises for EACH 3 minute 50 sec Tabata Station!  Expect to be a little sore after you first

time, but watch how much fitter, stronger and healthier you become after each Fight-Fit session and enjoy the 

feeling of personal success after you finish!

Core-Fit is a classic cross-training circuit that covers overall full body strength and cardio.  The work out is run to a

timer, with a rest between each of the 12 stations, so you can work to your own intensity.  The classes runs for 60MIN 

However, the nature of the class allows you to train for 30 minutes, 45 minutes or the full 60 minutes according to

your schedule!  Expect the perfect balance of upper body, legs, core and cardio and enjoy the trimming down,

toning up and increase in overall athletic ability and improved fitness!!!

mailto:mrichardson@emmaunel.qld.edu.au

